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July 28, 1951.

Dr. Joshua Lederberg,
Department of Genetics,
The University of Wisconsin,
College of Agriculture,
Madison 6, Wisconsin,

Dear Joshua:

Under separate cover I am sending you eight temperature-sensitive
Strains with double amino acid markers. I am enclosing a key to their require=-
ments and a description of their characteristics, such as stability and
leakiness,

These strains were tested wtae ability to recombine against
we any recombinants, either on

of these strains except one had become more absolute for their pant require♥
meee growing more slowly than the original parent on A at room temperature.

HbR one exception, the histmet mutant grows well at room temperature but
also does not recombine. In previous experiments the parents of these strains
had been found to produce recombinants with W677, especially the h2 parent.
In each of these crosses a control cross 58161 x W677 was run and produced a
fair number of recombinants in-eackh-eeee. (It seems to me that this sterility
effect in these temperature-sensitive mutants may be connected with their
more stringent pant requirement >

y i)

In several penicillin ☁experiments I have tried to select a ts pant
mutant in either 58-161 or W677, but without success. In view of this sad
situation I have decided not to come to Wisconsin at the present time after all.

I Would be very much interested to see if you have any better luck
in crosses involving the ts strains. If you are successful, I don't see why
these strains could not be used for determining the ts pant locus, Since I am
planning to go out West during August any) way I will give you my schedule,
just in case by some miracle the picture should brighten; I could then still
drop in at your lab. Tomorrow I am going to Lake Placid for a week and will
be back on August 6th in the laboratory here to pick up mail. On the same day
I am leaving for Colorado, probably Boulder, and intend to stay there until a☝
August 25th. After that I shall come back to New York. I doubt very much
if anything hopeful will turn up between now and August 6th, but if things
should look better toward the end of August I could visit you on my return
from Colorado. After I get back here I intend to continue to look for ts pant
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mutants in 58-161 and W677 and hope that eventually I will obtain such a
mutant. igo to me most sensible to wait until yee have this mutant
in your ☜skbths, You might also send me the W177 strain which we don't have
in our laboratory, There is no reason why I could not came out to Wisconsin
at some later date such as Christmas or Easter.

We don't have any di-auxotrophs in strain B, but do have quite a
few in the W strain which we will be glad to send to you.

Some time ago I wrote to Norton about the aspartic acia/f ~alanine/
pantothenate Salmonella strain which in our hands did not respond to aspartic
acid. As we have not heard from him, would you please remind him to let me
know what the story is on this strain?

I am sorry that things did not work out any better at present.
I am looking forward to hear what you find with these mutants.

Give my best regards to Esther and Norton.

Sincerely yours,

bares
Werner K. Maas
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